Dated: 30 June 2021

Subject: Update TIMING - Deprecation of global scope support in TCF

Dear TCF Vendors and CMPs,

With reference to the notification sent on 22nd June "Deprecation of global scope support in TCF" (please see the comms here).

**NOTE**
To enable CMPs more time to update their configuration we have extended the previously communicated date of July 1st 2021 to July 31st 2021.

**PREVIOUS COMMUNICATION**

**Next Steps**
By July 1st 2021 *(Extended to 31st July 2021)*:

- CMPs must update their configuration so that they no longer make use of global scope, therefore:
  - CMPs must no longer write TC Strings in the 'euconsent-v2' cookie associated with the consensu.org domain;
  - CMPs must only read or write TC Strings in a service-specific context on the website that the user has visited;
  - The CMP user interface must no longer make any reference to global scope consent;

- The Managing Organisation (MO) will no longer delegate a subdomain of the consensu.org domain to each newly registered CMP;
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